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LABOUR

Remembering Manesar
Notes on work, workers and workers organisations
“This was in a way India’s ‘Dark Knight Rises’ moment. Suddenly, the troubled
underbelly of India’s industrial sector seemed to violently question a status-quo dressed
up to please foreign investors. This incident shocked the smug corporate sector like
nothing before. It proved that not only was the much vaunted Japanese management
style that brought colossal riches to the Suzuki car company a sham, it ripped apart
the fraudulent claim by the Haryana government that the industrial climate in Manesar
is the best in the country.”
Maruti Mayhem: NEITHER SWIFT, NOR DZIRE, Amit Sengupta / Sadiq Naqvi, Hard News, August,
2012. http://www.hardnewsmedia.com/2012/07/5516?page=show

It is important to examine the Manesar struggle
in some detail, because as a recent editorial in
the Economic and Political Weekly pointed
out, there are two features of struggle of the
Manesar workers of Maruti Suzuki that need to
be emphasised. One, despite the insistence of
the multinational corporations in the auto sector
that their investment plans will materialise only
on condition that independent unions are
eradicated and the Haryana government’s full
support on this score, the MSWU has persisted
against all odds in keeping alive the workers’
struggle to win their rights, the very ones that
are inscribed in the labour laws of the country.
Two, there has been an unprecedented unity of
the regular workers with the temporary and
contract workers. Indeed, all along, among the
principal demands of the MSWU has been the
demand for regularisation of the temporary and
contract workers.
(Forging Solidarity, EPW, 22 Feb 2014
http://www.epw.in/editorials/forgingsolidarity.html)
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On the other hand, “within India
Inc, the Manesar case has
predictably begun to evoke a cry
for ‘reforms’ of the country’s
‘outdated’ labour laws; this is code
for the demand that firms be
allowed to hire and fire workers at
will. While some argue that this
will result in regular recruitment in
larger numbers, the job insecurity
it creates could prove disastrous in
a poor country without an adequate
social safety net.
(The Lessons of Manesar, Dhirendra
K Jha, Open Magazine, 4 August,
2012)
.http://www.openthemagazine.com/art
icle/business/the-lessons-of-manesar

What Happened at
Manesar?
The events of 18 July in the
Manesar plant of Maruti Suzuki
which ended with the murder of a
company manager were not a
sudden conflagration. Anger at the
plant had been building up for
months over the management’s
refusal to recognise an elected
union; workers were increasingly
frustrated over their inability to
exercise their constitutional rights
and the demand of equal pay for
equal work was falling on deaf
ears.
Rather than portray the workers as
villains, managements in this
industrial belt of Haryana have to
ask themselves why they have not
been able to develop a democratic
industrial relations framework that
can address the concerns of
workers. (‘Maruti Workers Are the
Villains’: Truth or Prejudice? Rakhi
Sehgal, Economic and Political
Weekly, August 4, 2012
http://www.epw.in/webexclusives/manesar-workers-arevillains-truth-or-prejudice.html )
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Maruti Suzuki is a dominating company
in the region and closely related to the
political machinery. There is of the
industrial dependency of hundreds of
smaller production units, reaching down
to slum production and small workshops, partly because the state still
holds shares in Maruti Suzuki and partly
because Haryana state sources a fair
chunk of tax revenue from Maruti
Suzuki. In 2010 the company paid
around 13 billion Rs tax to the Haryana
government.

This is not the first time that the workers have gone on a strike
since the factory began production in 2007.There was a
prolonged struggle between June to October, 2011 in demand
for the recognition of an independent union. (For a complete
account of the workers struggle for the recognition of their
independent Union the Maruti Suzuki Employees Union (MSEU)
between June and October, 2011 see Workers Autonomy Stikes in
India: Maruti Suzuki Strike at Manesar, Mouvement Communiste,
Belguim (http://mouvementcommuniste.com/documents/MC/Booklets/BR5_India_EN_vF_compl
et.pdf )
Also see: http://newsclick.in/india/maruti-workers-strike-v-

victory
There are around 3,500 to 4,000 workers employed in the factory, but their status differs significantly.
Around 900 to 1,300 workers are permanent workers, around 800 to 1,000 trainees, around 400 apprentices
and around 1,000 to 1,200 ‘temporary’ workers hired through contractors. In general, initially workers are
hired as apprentice (generally after completing ITI course – technical college), then taken as temporary
workers, and then promoted as trainee, and finally, but not necessarily they reach to the stage when they can
get status of regular workers. Generally they are kept blocked at the stage of temporary workers and as
trainees. In this way Maruti Suzuki more or less matches the general conditions in Gurgaon and Manesar,
where around 70 to 80 per cent of the work-force is ‘temporary’.
(http://sanhati.com/excerpted/3887/#sthash.PCmGEEEH.dpuf )

Also see:
http://www.outlookindia.com/article.aspx?281775
http://www.ndtv.com/video/player/truth-vs-hype/truth-vs-hype-maruti-trouble-at-the-plant/214402

timesofindia.indiatimes.com
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II
Profits, profits and
d profits
MSIL's an
nnual sales ha
as increased from
f
around Rs.900
R
crore in 2001-02 too over Rs.36,0000 crore in 20102
11, i.e., an increase of 40
00 per cent. Profit
P
after Taax has increassed from Rs.105 crore in 2001-02 to Rs.2,289
a
2,200 per
p cent. But what have thee workers gott?
crore in 2010-11, i.e. an increase of almost
mponent of his wage. This fixed componnent differs with
w the
For a permanent workerr, Rs.8,000 is the fixed com
u to a maxim
mum of Rs.14,,000-15,000 per
p month forr senior
seniority annd skill level of the workerrs, and goes up
workers. Thhe componen
nt (v) is a variable one, deppending on hoow many dayss of leave the worker takess in a
month. Theere is a deducction of Rs.1,5500 per day of
o leave for a permanent
p
woorker. Thus, if
i a permanennt
worker takees more than five days of leave
l
in a month, the entiree (v) componnent is exhaustted and he recceives
a wage of Rs.8,000
R
only
y. For senior workers
w
the coomponent (v)) can be up too Rs.10,500 peer month, whhich
would be exhausted if seeven days of leave
l
are takeen in a monthh. This happenns irrespectivee of whether the
worker has accumulated
d casual leave, sick leave or
o paid leave over
o
time. Anny leave leadss to a pay cut. The
case is simiilar with the other
o
categoriies of workerss. Rs.800 per day of leave is deducted from
f
the (v)
componentt of trainees' wage.
w
For conntract workerss and apprenttices, two dayys of leave in a month exhaaust the
entire (v) component. Understandablyy, the workerrs
s
deeply reseent this exploiitative wage structure.
Moreover, the majority of
o the workfoorce at the
Manesar pllant (65 per ceent) is non-peermanent.
These irreggular workers — trainees, contract
c
workers annd apprenticess — are madee to do jobs off a
regular natuure in brazen violation of labour
l
laws.
The managgement saves significant labbour costs byy
employing these non-permanent workkers, dividingg
them into different
d
categ
gories and undderpaying
them.
of MSIL's
r
By contrastt, the annual remuneration
CEO has inncreased from
m Rs.47.3 lakhh in 2007-08 to
t
Rs.2.45 croore in 2010-11
1, an increasee of 419 per
cent. The annual
a
remuneeration of the Chairman off
MSIL has also
a increased
d by 91.4 per cent during
this period (figures are from
f
MSIL's Annual
A
Reports). This
T clearly sh
hows the deepply skewed
manner in which
w
the ben
nefits of risingg sales and
profits of MSIL
M
have beeen shared bettween the
managemennt and the wo
orkers over the years.
(Workers' struggle
s
in Ma
aruti Suzuki, Prasenjit
P
Bosee
and Sourinddra , The Hindu
u, 26 July2012
http://www.tthehindu.com/opinion/oped/article24990903.ece)

To put
p it in anothe
er form –
In 20
000-01, an au
uto worker spent 2
hourrs 12 minutess of an 8-hourr shift
workking for his ow
wn subsistencce
and that of his fam
mily. He spen
nt
mosst of the remaining 5 hours and
48 minutes
m
generrating surpluss for
the capitalist
c
(and
d the banks,
landowners, management
perssonnel, and so
o on). By 200
09-10,
the ratio
r
had dete
eriorated: The
e auto
workker now spent just 1 hour 12
1
minu
utes working for
f his own
subssistence and that
t
of his fam
mily,
and the remaining
g 6 hours 48
minu
utes working largely for the
e
capitalist.

No wonderr they produ
uce a car everry 38
seconds…
w
at Maruti
M
An accountt of a typical workday
Manesar:

T Hindu, Sept 11, 2011
The
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“You catch a bus at 5 am for the factory. Arriving a second late to punch in your card means a
pay cut, but you can’t leave the premises once you’ve entered. At 6.30 am, you exercise and
supervisors give you feedback on your previous output. Start work at 7 sharp. Everyone does his
one task — assembling, welding, fixing — for a minimum of 8 continuous hours. A car rolls off
the line every 38 seconds, which means you can’t budge from your position, ever. You get two
breathless breaks during the day. At 9 am, a 7-minute break to drink tea or go to the loo, or both.
After a while you might, like many of your friends here, end up taking your hot tea and kachori to
the bathroom with you. Then a lunch break of 30 minutes, in which you walk about a halfkilometre to the canteen, wait in line with everyone, eat and walk back. Returning even a minute
late from any break, or leaving the assembly line for any reason even for a minute, means half a
day’s pay cut. (Chronicle of a Disaster Foretold? Rahul Varman, Infochange News & Features, August
2012, http://infochangeindia.org/corporate-responsibility/analysis/chronicle-of-a-disaster-foretold.html )

A tea break, NDTV.com

We don’t control the Machine, it controls us..
The car comes to the worker on the conveyor belt and depending on what your job is to add to it,
it stops for 35-40 seconds on an average. So if a worker’s task is to add a brake and pedal, then
that’s what you do all day, with 8-10 bolts in every car, car after car, 40 seconds per car. The
result is a bit like a dance move, the same move, non-stop for eight hours. The screw gun in one
hand, fix it, run back, pick up another bolt, move back to the car. A bit like aerobics.
The Manesar plant is the world’s fastest car production facility. The conveyor belt doesn’t really
stop, we move with it and rush back to the original position in time for the next car. We don’t
control the machine, the machine controls us. We dance to its tune. The result is that you could
miss a car or two if you dared to drink water or scratch your back. (The Maruthi Way, Shyam Vij,
FountainInk. 5 September, 2012. http://fountainink.in/?p=2660&all=1 )

Wages and salaries as a percentage of turnover has been going down steadily across India Inc. Part of
that is because of increased mechanisation but surely that’s been more than offset by rapid increases in
production capacity and output. Take the Maruti example again. The Manesar facility was inaugurated
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in February 2007 with an installed capacity of
100,000 units annually, which has rapidly
increased to 50,000 units at present. Combined
with the Gurgaon units, Maruti has a capacity of
1.25 million cars every year. Compare this with
its wage and salary bill. Maruti’s employee cost
was just 1.91% of its net sales in FY11
compared to 3.21% in FY02. During this
period, sales have increased by five times to Rs
37,500 crore from Rs 7,500 crore while
employee cost moved up from Rs 227 crore to
just Rs 694 crore, implying that workers aren’t
participating in the company’s prosperity.
Directors’ compensation, however, jumped
from Rs 1.65 crore to Rs 8.8 crore over the
same period, keeping pace with the growth of
the company. (Workforce Woes, Rashmi K Pratap,
Sebastian PT, Oct 29, 2011, Outlook Business
http://business.outlookindia.com/article_v3.aspx?arti
d=278811)

As the report from the People’s Union for Democratic Rights puts it, “The Maruti management has also
consistently violated the workers’ rights by creating hurdles and actively preventing them from organising
themselves. The policy of the Maruti management not to let the workers unionise, is a violation of the Indian
Trade Union Act (1926). Since mid-2011, as the workers’ struggle intensified, the management has
responded by targeting active workers through suspensions, terminations and registration of false cases
against them. Once the union got registered, its members and coordinators have faced similar or worse
harassment. All the union leaders and many active members were implicated in the 18 July incident leading
to complete breakdown of the union and making the workers vulnerable as they have lost all avenues of
negotiation with the management. After forcibly removing the union from the unit, the company is now
making a farcical gesture towards dealing with workers’ issues, by setting up a joint worker-management
‘grievance committee’ and compelling the workers to be a part of it. The legally registered union (MSWU)
whose members are continuing to take up workers’ issues are not being allowed to function inside the unit.

(Driving Force: Labour Struggles and Violation of Rights in Maruti Suzuki’ A Report from PUDR.
http://sanhati.com/excerpted/7017/#sthash.GCwOGXNG.dpuf )
Dirty Business
The labour situation in our production chain is very similar to or worse than that in the Chinese factories
assembling cars and making “dirty parts”. The labouring conditions in the entire chain are drifting towards
homogeneous, unregulated and predatory labour relations. The dynamics of this drift in an extreme sense is
that the size of the unit – big, medium, small and tiny – will not matter in differentiating labour relations.
Everywhere there will be unregulated, predatory labour relations.
In this extreme scenario, the “ideal worker” (a manager proudly imagined and shared with us with glowing
eyes) would be the one who is a gladiator type of slave labour personified ready to die for the living of his
unethical bosses as capital personified, who does not talk to fellow workers, who does not see anything other
than what he is told to see, who does not hear anything other than what the bosses say to him and who does
not do anything on the shop floor other than what he is told to do. In short, employers want young, energetic,
dumb and docile wage-chattels who are more than willing to repetitively screw themselves with
“competitive wages”.(Worker Voices in an Auto Production Chain: Notes from the Pits of a Low Road – I,
Annavajhula J C B, Surendra Pratap, Economic & Political Weekly, August 18, 2012. W
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http://workerscentre.wordpress.com/2012/09/07/worker-voices-in-an-auto-production-chain-notes-from-the-pits-of-alow-road/)

Every one of these practices, declared unfair and unlawful in the Industrial Disputes Act 1947, are followed
in the Maruti-Suzuki plants among many others. What is even more interesting is the way the state
government of Haryana has perfected its deep alliance with the private corporations in ensuring that no new
workers’ union can be formed/ registered. Trade unionists from Haryana allege that there are a number of
strategies that are followed in this regard. First, the strategy that is adopted by Honda, Rico and Maruti.
Simply dismiss the key workers who seem to be taking a lead in organizing unions. Usually, dismissals are
not – obviously – on grounds that they were trying to form a union; rather the charges are of ‘indiscipline’ or
not fulfilling duty. In this they have the full backing of the state government. If by some magic, workers do
manage to form unions and try and get them registered, they are almost always not registered by resorting
to technicalities and delaying till such time as the information about the leading characters can be passed
on to the employers, who then do the needful. (Some Reflections on Capital and the Workers’ Movement After
Manesar, Aditya Nigam, Kafila.org, July 22, 2012 http://kafila.org/2012/07/22/some-reflections-on-the-workersmovement-after-manesar/ )

The magistrate, in an unusual departure from procedure, delivered her decision to send the workers into
judicial custody in a police station. The accused in any case are supposed to be presented before magistrates
so that they can record their statements without fear or coercion, thereby enabling the magistrate to take a
clear preliminary view of their culpability. Here, since it was a manager in a company as important as
Maruti Suzuki that had died, it seems that the magistrate, police, and the Haryana government found it fit
that normal procedure be kept in abeyance. Ministers (of the government of Haryana and the centre) made
statements. Narendra Modi (as befits a prime minister in waiting) went to Japan and invited Suzuki
Corporation to sup at his table. Editorial writers polished their turns of phrase. Captains of industry called
for ruthless measures. Notwithstanding the Maoists’ well known contempt for the industrial proletariat, the
Ministry of Home Affairs hinted at the involvement of Maoists. Angry, righteous and right-wing bloggers
and television commentators found a made-to-order opportunity to ventilate their well honed class-hatred
against workers. Everyone who mattered, seemed to want to scrap labour laws. (Death and the Factory – The
Casualties of Maruti Suzuki, Manesar, Shuddhabrata Sengupta, Kafila.org, July 26, 2012
http://kafila.org/2012/07/26/death-and-the-factorythe-casualties-of-maruti-suzuki-manesar/)

Outlookindia.com
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The underbelly of development
In this time warp of stunning underdevelopment, where no villager has any link with agriculture or ecology
anymore, the upper caste gentry is loaded with big bucks. The sarpanch of Aliyar, Ishwar Singh Chauhan,
has a palatial house amidst this squalor and filth. They are also the profiteers of the new industrial boom
directly benefiting them in a number of ways: this dilapidated urban village’s political economy runs with a
lot of help from Maruti and other companies. They are landlords, shop owners, rent-seekers, profit makers,
commission agents, contractors, middlemen all thrown in a money-making mix – though, they claim to be
farmers.
On July 25, 100 ‘village’ panchayats passed a resolution saying that they want peace to be restored, the
guilty to be punished, and that they stand with both the management and the workers. However, they had
earlier taken a categorical pro-management position; this is because they are a crucial cog in the well-oiled
wheel of exploitation of workers and miscellaneous benefits acquired due to the growth of the industrial hub.
They are the beneficiaries, the workers are victims.
Not one of them is employed in the companies or
in Maruti, to whom they sold their ancestral farm
land. Companies don’t hire them because they
fear their potential localised muscle and clout.
They don’t have skills or desire to learn. Their
inheritors and sons are all into subsidiary,
parasitic businesses: contracts, transport, shops,
rooms on rent, etc. The Sarpanch’s sons, for
instance, run a transport business— they also own
the highly lucrative contracts of as many as 16
liquor shops, as the Sarpanch himself informed.
Amidst this primitive political economy in just
two villages of Aliyar and Dhalla (there are 60
plus similar villages around), more than 5,000
workers live in horribly sub-human conditions,
including a major chunk of Maruti workers.

The Neo-liberal Contract

Releasing the report entitled, “Merchants of
Menace: Repressing workers in India’s new
industrial belt, Violations of workers’ and trade
union rights at Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.” at the
press conference, the President of the International
Commission for Labor Rights (ICLR), international
lawyer Jeanne Mirer, said: “The Government of
India must ensure that the state of Haryana, as well
as Maruti Suzuki, respect internationally-recognized
labor and human rights. These include guarantees
regarding the freedom of association and collective
bargaining, under ILO Conventions 87 and 98 and
core civil rights –of speech, of protest, of freedom
from arbitrary detention and from torture –protected
by the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, as well as the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. (Repressing workers in India’s new
industrial belt, June 30, 2013,
http://talkingunion.wordpress.com/2013/06/30/repressingworkers-in-indias-new-industrial-belt/)

Also see: Maruti Workers’ Long March for
Justice, Mahtab Alam, Jan 30, 2014

http://www.indiaresists.com/maruti-workers-long-marchIn the current phase of neo-liberal
for-justice/
regime,”government must intervene to ensure the
best terms for capital, else it will run away. But if
it intervenes to fix wages, ensure implementation
of labour laws (almost always violated by capital), then this is ‘unwarranted ‘state intervention’, ‘socialism’
and what have you. This is a logic that has been accepted by all including the successive governments and
there are, in fact, rare exceptions like Oscar Fernandes who would at least take this opportunity to remind
the NOIDA industrialists that the recent unfortunate incident in Graziano Transmissioni (Where workers had
barged into the office of a manager and killed him) should be taken as a warning. Understandably, there was
a furore over Fernandes’ statement – among ‘India Inc’ and its cheer-leaders. Poor Fernandes had to
apologise.

All poor Fernandes had said was, ‘that companies like Graziano habitually violate labour laws –- including
minimum wage laws; restrictions on contract work; working hours; right to unionise; and basic human
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rights liberties of workers at the workplace. And he said that the lynching of the Graziano CEO ought to
serve as a “warning” to industry to mend its ways.” (Graziano Transmissioni and the Cheer-Leaders of Capital,
Aditya Nigam, Kafila.org, September 25, 2008 http://kafila.org/2008/09/25/graziano-transmissioni-and-the-cheerleaders-of-capital/)

Fly by night Leaders?
It is the unpredictable revolts of the young temps as in the case of the Maruti Manesar plant that are making
a difference. The central trade unions in India have not learnt any lessons; they have only demonstrated their
eagerness to sabotage this anarcho-syndicalist rise of the unregulated working class by brokering with the
management to get a raw deal. When will they digest that social anarchism is not anti-union (WSF 2005)?
Social anarchism, however, is not without problems. Its downside, as revealed by the 2011 Maruti workers
struggle is that the leadership of the unregulated workforce can sell themselves to seductive golden
handshakes of employers and quit the factories, leaving their fellow workers high and dry with a
compromise deal that is really not better than before!
This corrosion of character aided by the established
unions is the ultimate extinguisher of the fire in the
working class movements not only in India but also
the rest of the world. (Worker Voices in an Auto
Production Chain: Notes from the Pits of a Low Road – II,
Annavajhula J C B, Surendra Pratap, Economic & Political
Weekly,
August 25, 2012
http://www.epw.in/system/files/pdf/2012_47/34/Worker_Voice
s_in_an_Auto_Production_Chain_Part_II.pdf

On 21 August, a spokesperson for Maruti said 500
people, including workers and executives, had
reported for work. He declined to provide details on
the number of cars produced. And, in an attempt to
address an issue that is at the core of angst at
manufacturing facilities across India, Maruti will
pay temps the same amount it does to a permanent
worker doing the same work.
The only touch of grey to all the silver on display
was four men in white—labour contractors who
once provided the 3,500 temporary workers out of
4,500 Maruti needed at its Gurgaon and Manesar
plants. The two factories also employ 4,200
permanent workers.
Following the events of July, Maruti has decided to
reduce its need for temporary workers by one-fifth
and to hire them directly, a move that will affect the
business of the contractors, who together make a
neat Rs. 10 crore a month by supplying temps to
India’s largest car maker. (Manesar seeks to slowly get
on track, Amrit Raj, The Mint, 22 August, 2012.
http://www.livemint.com/2012/08/21093532/Manesar-seeks-toslowly-get-on.html)

Maruti Zindabad!
Villagers, during the mahapanchayat,
unanimously criticised the Maruti Suzuki Workers’
Union and condemned the violence that led to the
killing of Awanish Kumar Dev, the general manger
of the human resource department, at the
Manesar plant. At the mahapanchayat, villagers
proposed an independent body consisting of local
villagers to mediate between the company and the
workers. At the same time, they called for an
ousting of all the existing labour unions.
“These stands had to be taken to save ourselves,”
says Aliyar sarpanch Sawant Singh, pointing at
the empty market. “Livelihood of the entire village
depends on the plant workers as families earn
from either renting out their houses or from
running small shops frequented by the workers,”
he adds. (Future of dead future haunts Manesar,
Soumik Mukherjee, Tehelka, July 26, 2012
http://www.tehelka.com/story_main53.asp?filename=W
s260712CLASH.asp

Over 200 family members of jailed Maruti
workers began a 24-hour-long hunger strike
outside the Mini-Secretariat here on Friday
afternoon, demanding the withdrawal of false
cases against them and their immediate
release.
(Family members of jailed Maruti workers on a
hunger strike, Ashok Kumar, The Hindu, December
21, 2013
http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/familymembers-of-jailed-maruti-workers-on-a-hungerstrike/article5484379.ece? )
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Towards Automation?

After Manesar violence, Maruti Suzuki may increase dependence on robots, when it starts
production in Gujarat. The three production lines in Mehsana, which are scheduled to be
operational by 2015, will be 95% automated with at least 800 robots deployed on the shop floor. to
assembly. These robots will be placed at the Manesar plant third assembly line, which is expected
to be commissioned next year.
Maruti Suzuki’s decision to cut dependence on workers followed several bouts of labour strife at its
factory in Manesar, capped by the violence in July that left one executive dead, nearly 100 others
injured, and led to a month-long lockout at its plant in Manesar. (Maruti Suzuki to increase dependence
on robots, http://www.sharekhan.com/stock-market/news/Maruti-Suzuki-to-increase-dependence-on-/D497F857-3233-446ABA11-112C92B8BF3B/AllNews/163/News.htm )

Also see video at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=StjTfr-YeCM
As of now…
All the leaders and many of the active members of the Maruti Suzuki Workers Union (MSWU), 148 of
them, who were arbitrarily held responsible for the 18 July 2012 violent incident in the Manesar works of
Maruti Suzuki India, are in jail since August of that year. Some 2,346 workers – contract, temporary and
regular – have been thrown out of their jobs without a proper inquiry. The MSWU has been forcibly
removed from the Manesar factory. The Congress Party-led Haryana government has been extending full
support to the management of Maruti Suzuki India in its drive to crush the MSWU. The laid-off workers and
their families have faced severe police harassment. The Punjab and Haryana High Court has refused the
jailed workers bail saying that “foreign
Turmoil in the Auto Sector
investors are not likely to invest in India out of
fear of labour unrest”.
The Maruti Suzuki workers need mass
solidarity and support in these times when
capital and the state seem to have an unwritten
pact that the latter will give up its responsibility
to regulate, as per the law, the terms of
employment, wages, conditions of work,
including occupational health and safety, the
labour process, retrenchment and retirement of
workers. After all, have not the Maruti Suzuki
workers of Manesar been in the forefront of the
fight against one of the world’s most-highly
exploitative labour regimes, this in Suzuki
Motors’ most profitable subsidiary worldwide?
(1.5 lakh workers protest food inflation on
Delhi’s streets,
http://infochangeindia.org/agriculture/news/15-lakhworkers-protest-food-inflation-on-delhi-sstreets.html)

The last few years have indeed seen a rise in labour
unrest, particularly in the auto and auto parts sector.
Among the prominent instances are: Mahindra
(Nashik), May 2009 and March 2011; Sunbeam Auto
(Gurgaon), May 2009; Bosch Chassis (Pune), July
2009; Honda Motorcycle (Manesar), August 2009;
Rico Auto (Gurgaon), August 2009, including a oneday strike of the entire auto industry in Gurgaon;
Pricol(Coimbatore), September 2009; Volvo (Hoskote,
Karnataka), August 2010; MRF Tyres (Chennai),
October 2010 and June 2011; General Motors (Halol,
Gujarat), March 2011; Maruti Suzuki (Manesar), JuneOctober 2011; Bosch(Bangalore), September 2011;
Dunlop (Hooghly), October 2011; Caparo
(Sriperumbudur, Tamil Nadu), December 2011;
Dunlop (Ambattur, Tamil Nadu), February 2012;
Hyundai (Chennai) April and December 2011-January
2012; and so on . (Behind the Present Wave of Unrest
in the Auto Sector, RUPE, 2012. http://rupeindia.org/52/auto.html#note6text )

It’s not Maruti alone. Industrial unrest is on the rise in India. Just this year, there have been strikes and
protests at Coal India, Bosch India, Air India, Comstar, Ceat Tyres, textile factories in Punjab and Volvo
Buses. The demands of the striking workers are almost interchangeable: better pay, higher bonuses, better
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working conditions, less forced overtime, regular time off and proper healthcare facilities. Doesn’t seem too
much to ask, does it? But apparently, in Indian industry, it is. (Workforce Woes, Rashmi K Pratap, Sebastian
PT, Outlook, Oct 29, 2011 http://business.outlookindia.com/article_v3.aspx?artid=278811)

Modern Times in Manesar (http://www.pragoti.in/node/4726 )

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrC_1HCKvuA
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II

Trouble in Little Detroit?

Detroit of India

Police broke up a militant worker occupation of a
Hyundai car assembly plant in Sriperumbudur, in
the south Indian state of Tamil Nadu, last
Tuesday.

The Chennai-Sriperumbudur-Oragadam, within a
radius of 50-60 kms around Chennai, where seven of
the 20 top global auto makers are located has earned
it the sobriquet of ‘Detroit of India’.

In breaking up the two day-old occupation, police
arrested and jailed 196 workers. Later Tuesday,
they arrested and jailed a further 86 striking
workers for continuing to agitate outside the
Hyundai complex for their demands—the
reinstatement of 67 workers fired as the result of
an earlier strike and recognition of their union, the
Hyundai Motor India Employees Union
(HMEIU).

Four Tamil Nadu-based car companies together
manufactured 5,71,136 cars in the April-December
2010 period accounting for 42 per cent of the
country’s car production. Exports have also grown
many fold as Hyundai exported 1,76,951 cars and
Nissan exported 21,283 cars in the April-December
2010 period. Hyundai Motors, which with a
production of 6 lakhs passenger cars per annum last
year exported 48 per cent of its cars. Nearly 50 per
cent of the Korean firm’s small cars are exported to
European Union.

Only on Friday the 282 workers were released
from Vellore Jail. And notwithstanding claims in
the corporate media that Hyundai would not press
charges, the workers had to obtain bail. The threat
of fines and incarceration thus continues to hang
over them.
The occupation began early Monday morning,
when between 250 and 400 workers sat down on a
conveyor belt. Fearing the action would spread,
the South Korean-based automaker quickly
moved to shut down both of the assembly plants it
operates in Sriperumbudur, a burgeoning auto
industry centre 40 kilometres from the Tamil
Nadu state capital, Chennai.
This shutdown, Hyundai reported, was costing it
the production of 1,200 cars, valued at $14
million, per day. (Police break-up occupation at
Hyundai complex in southern India, Arun Kumar, 12 June
2010, World Socialist Web.
http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2010/06/indij12.html?view=print. )

It is because “the total cost of manufacturing in
Chennai in India is much cheaper than even in China,
by over 11 per cent in net productivity value (NPV)
terms.”
http://www.deccanherald.com/content/137425/chennai-hasemerged-indias-detroit.html

The basic point of discord between the Hyundai
management and workers (will still remain. The issue:
trade union recognition.
For the last three years, workers have raised the
CITU union flag there and have demanded the
company recognise it. While the union claims 1,000 to
1,500 workers participated in the strike this year, the
company’s version puts the number at between 150
and 200. Hyundai has steadfastly refused to
recognise the trade union. It insists it never will and
instead deals with what’s called a ‘works committee’.
Both parties have stood their ground. (Bad Carma,
Sriram Srinivasan, Business Outlook. 10 Jul, 2010
http://business.outlookindia.com/printarticle.aspx?266394)

The Sriperumbudur complex is central to Hyundai’s world operations. Many if not most of the cars that the
world’s sixth largest automaker sells in Europe and southeast Asia are made in India.
One measure of the labour regime that prevails at Hyundai’s Sriperumbudur operations is the small number
of permanent workers the company employs.
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“As the maaster dangles a bone
temptingly,, the dog yelp
ps and tries too
snatch the elusive
e
bone, in complete
obedience”” – this is the image that rests
on one of thhe walls of th
he Hyundai
workshop.iin Tamilnadu.
(http://socialism.in/index.pphp/hyundaifenced-out-ffrom-what/ )
The workfoorce is comprrised of 2,000
casual laboourers, 1,500 apprentices,
a
1,000 tradee apprentices, 1,200 techniccal
trainees, annd just 1,650 full-time,
f
permanent workers.Alth
hough brief, and
a
ultimately derailed,
d
the Hyundai strikkeoccupation provoked mu
uch nervous
commentarry in the intern
national presss.
Many newsspapers, inclu
uding in Southh Korea, noteed that the striike in Tamil Nadu
N
followeed walkouts att
Hyundai pllants in Chinaa and coincideed with a series of strikes that
t have disrrupted Honda’s operations in
China. (Pollice break-up occupation
o
at Hyundai com
mplex in southern India, Aruun Kumar,12 June 2010
http://www.w
wsws.org/en/articles/2010/066/indi-j12.htmll?view=print)

While repoorting about th
he strike at the automobile factory, realm
ms of paper and
a scores of articles
a
were
written in the mainstream
m media (esppecially the piink ones), carrrying detailedd editorials, criticising the
‘militant-trade unionism
m’ of the Laboour unions, their arm twistiing tactics, annd the harm thheir action woould
cause to Inddia’s “Image of Competitiveness globallly”.
“Because of
o these probleems, we cannnot keep up with
w targets annd hence somee production will
w shift to one
o of
our facilitiees in Europe,”” said Rajiv Mitra
M
of Hyunndai. Mr Mitra said producction of Hyunndai’s i20 com
mpact
saloon was likely to be moved.
m
A prolongeed struggle in labour relatioons would be worrying forr India’s hopees of becominng an industriaal
power repoorted the Fiancial Times, London.
L
What was even
e
worse ab
bout the Hyunndai strike waas the arrest of
o 650 workerrs from outsidde of the Laboour
Commissiooner’s Office who were on a peaceful huunger fast sinnce the previous 48 hours. The
T fasting workers
w
were protessting about th
he absence of management representativves in the connciliatory meeetings that were
taking place to resolve th
he deadlock. (http://doctoraalmusing.blogspot.in/2009/111/tale-of-two-laabour-strikes.hhtml)
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III

`Being Fair and Firm’:
When 950 workers of the Bajaj two-wheeler plant at Chakan ( near Pune in Maharashtra) struck work in
demand for a Employee Stock Option Plan (ESOP) of Re1 a share. “No one, not even the chairman, has got
free shares in the last 50 years, and we are not about to start now,” Rajiv Bajaj, managing director (MD) of
Bajaj Auto, told the media. He added for good measure that if the workers’ demand is like that of a wayward
child, the company, as a parent, had to be “fair but firm”. After 50 days, in the face of threats from the
company that it will shift production to its Aurangabad plant, the workers withdrew the strike and returned
to work.
The business press, which had tracked the developments at the Bajaj plant –by and large restricted to daily
follow-ups with hardly any discussion of the issues raised and a near unanimous agreement that the demand
of the workers was outrageous - hailed the young manager of Bajaj Auto as visionary, who had put the
workers in their place.
The union (Vishwa Kalyan Kamgar Sanghatana(VKKS)) however, reasoned that the strike was because:
-

the compensation paid to workers has not kept up with the company’s profits, which have
been rising over the past decade or so. It claims that for every Pulsar motorcycle produced, the
workers as a whole get only Rs 300, while management staff and shareholders get Rs 16,700 and
the government and dealers Rs 10,000 each.

-

speed of assembly lines has gone up a good deal in the last six years – from 42 seconds per
motorbike to 28 seconds, resulting in 1,028 two-wheelers being produced daily. Pawar said that
many of the young workers suffered from kidney stones because of the unrelenting pace and a fall in
the number of “relievers”. From the five to seven relievers needed for every 75 workers (so that the
latter can go to the toilet or to drink water), the number has come down to three(Bajaj said they
followed the Kaizen technique of constant improvement. Where “we are constantly improving our
standards and reducing wastage.”)

-

the Bajaj Auto management suspended 22 workers in Chakan after June 2012. It also refused to
revise the wage agreement of 2010.

Hence, the workers’ demand for shares in the company, they said, was mainly to ensure fair and proper
compensation for work. (Bajaj Auto Workers’ Agitation: Withdrawal and Triumph, Abhishek Shaw, Lina Mathias,
Economic & Political Weekly, September 21, 2013 )

Also see: http://www.mumbaimirror.com/mumbai/others/Union-jacked/articleshow/21636998.cms
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IV

Beyond the Factory Gates
It was in my first strike
That I met Marx in this way
I was in the middle of a protest march
And I was carrying his banner on my shoulder
Sister Janaki asked me
‘you recognize him?
He is our Mr. Marcus
He was born in Germany
Wrote a sackful of tomes
And was buried in the dust of England
Anyway, for an ascetic dust everywhere is the same
By the way, he too had a few children like you’
-Narayan Surve
(Marathi poet & activist)

Ten months after a historic two day industrial strike (Feb 20-21, 2013) in which an estimated million
workers - ranging from industrial workers, contract and casual workers to women workers in angawadis and
forest workers – participated (http://newsclick.in/india/all-india-general-strike-february-20%E2%80%9321-2013), eleven
central trade unions (joined by a number of independent unions ) marched to the parliament on December
12, demanding the implementation of a ten point a charter of demands (box below) that was placed before
the government a year ago.
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The Ten Demands of the Joint Trade Union Movement of India are as follows:
1. Concrete measures to contain price rise
2. Strict enforcement of labour laws
3. Constitute National Social Security Fund at the national level to provide universal social security
coverage to unorganised workers
4. No contractorisation of work of permanent/ perennial nature; equal wages and benefits for contract
workers as the permanent workers doing the same job
5. Minimum wage of not less than Rs 10000 per month linked with consumer price index; amendment
to Minimum Wages Act to ensure universal coverage irrespective of schedules
6. Stop disinvestment of Public Sector Undertakings
7. Concrete measures for employment generation
8. Assured pension for all
9. Remove all ceilings on payment and eligibility for bonus, provident fund, gratuity etc
10. Compulsory registration of trade unions within a period of 45 days and immediate ratification of ILO
Conventions No 87 and 98

“What irked the workers and fuelled their indignation is the total lack of action from the government on the
demands that they have continuously been raising since the last more than four years, jointly in various
forms and from all platforms. This has led to the Prime Minister himself to publicly acknowledge in the 45th
session of the Indian Labour Conference, the highest tripartite forum of the country that the demands raised
by the trade unions related “to the welfare not only of the working classes but also the people at large. These
include demands on which there can be no disagreement. For example, demands for concrete measures for
containing inflation, for generation of employment opportunities, for strict implementation of labour laws,
are unexceptionable”. But, nearly nine months after the Prime Minister made this statement, nothing
concrete has been done by his government.” (March to Parliament' on Dec 12 by Trade Unions, G. Mamatha,
Newsclick, December 9,2013 http://newsclick.in/india/march-parliament-dec-12-trade-unions )

The 12 December rally was qualitatively different - perhaps its mobilisation from across various parts of the
country it was most representative of India's labour force than other similar rallies in the capital. A large
number of workers - men and women - gathered at the venue came from the huge informal sector that
characterises India's labour economy. From hawkers to contract workers and part-time health and sanitation
workers to those engaged in small businesses and trading enterprises, the composition of the rally was
distinct. Generally such rallies are dominated by workers from the organised manufacturing and tertiary
sectors. (For a Minimum Living Wage: Worker’s March to Parliament, Srinivasan Ramani, EPW, Vol - XLVIII
No. 51, December 21, 2013 http://www.epw.in/web-exclusives/march-minimum-living-wage.html)

While the electronic media ignored the event completely, the print media followed suit which some rare
exception. In fact the foreign press paid more attention to the march than the local media (“Media’s (Lack
of) Coverage of Workers’ Rally in Delhi, http://www.pragoti.in/node/4300,i)
Those who did report about march like The Financial Express (weeks before the march)said that, “The
UPA government faces fresh turbulence on reforms and disinvestment as the central trade unions are
planning a march to Parliament on December 12 to protest disinvestment in PSUs, delays in tightening
contract labour laws and raising the minimum wages of workers”. (Trade Unions to march to Parliament on
Dec 12 over labour issues, Raj Kumar Ray, Financial Express, Nov 29, 2013
http://www.financialexpress.com/news/trade-unions-to-march-to-parliament-on-dec-12-over-labour-issues/1200856 )
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The actual march was not reported at all, in the mainstream English language press.
(A formal letter of protest regarding this was formally registered by some TUs with the Press Council of
India. See http://beta.bodhicommons.org/article/an-open-letter-to-markanday-katju-non-publication-of-anews-item-workers-march-to-parliament)
The march to parliament was in fact a follow-up to an earlier mobilization in which an estimated 1.5 lakh
workers gathered on the streets of Delhi rally on February 23,2011, protesting increasing
food prices and unemployment.
This comes in the backdrop of a series of strikes and mobilsations by workers in a number of sectors
(especially in the automobile sector) across the country in the last few years..
“What does not find place anywhere in the reports is the core issue itself – the workers' protest! What was
the march about? How many people attended it? Who were the organsiers? What were their specific
demands? What's the background of the issue? How has the State responded to it?
(The Curious Case of the Missing Worker, Siddathya Swapan Roy, The Hoot, Aug 02 2011
http://www.thehoot.org/web/home/story.php?sectionId=1&mod=1&pg=1&valid=true&storyid=5418 )

The response to the recent labour unrest at the Maruti-Suzuki plant near Delhi has been rather extreme.
Some national dailies have bemoaned the strike as a return to the “bad old days of militant trade unionism.”
The Hindustan Times went to the extent of calling it the `Manesar Virus’.
For some others, “the incident at Maruti Manesar signals the end of the all-powerful union capable of
controlling the factory floor, rather than its return. Instead, industry’s reliance on casual workers has created
informal leaderless networks that operate outside the framework of strikes and settlements that undergird
union activity”. Some government officials went to the extent of suggesting that, it could be a part of a larger
lot by Maoists to infiltrate trade unions in the industrial belts of central India (IB asked to probe of there is
Maoist link in Maruti plant violence, Sandeep Joshi, The Hindu, July 23, 2012
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http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/ib-asked-to-probe-if-there-is-maoist-link-in-maruti-plantviolence/article3670511.ece?ref=relatedNews )

Let us look at some date. In the aftermath of the strikes of the 1970s, data from the Annual Survey of
Industries — calculated by economist C.P. Chandrasekhar — show that real, inflation-adjusted wages for
workers increased by nearly 40 per cent in 15 years, from 1981-82 to 1994-95, and then fell 15 percent in
the next 15 years
Yet, industrial unrest is at historic lows in terms of the numbers of incidents and man-days lost. During
1973-74, nearly 3,00,000 strikes were called prior to the Emergency; in 2010, just 429 such incidents
occurred, according to data from the V.V. Giri National Labour Institute.
What accounts for this shift? Has the Indian factory become a safer, better-paid and more secure workplace?
Data suggests the opposite: Today, Indian workers are paid less in real terms than they were fifteen years
ago, have less job security, and yet are less likely to strike.

* Real, inflation-adjusted wages for workers increased by nearly 40 percent in
the 15 years from 1981-82 to 1994-95, and then fell 15 percent in the next 15
years, according to numbers from the Annual Survey of Industries
* Wage payments, as a percentage of the net value created by companies, have
dropped from 30.3 percent to 11.6 percent over the last 30 years
* Meanwhile, profits have increased from 23.4 per cent of net value to 56.2
percent over the last 30 years
* In 2000, casual workers accounted for 38 per cent of employment in the
organized sectors, such as manufacturing and construction, according to
National Sample Survey data; but by 2010, they accounted for 58 percent.
* Manufacturing has shed 5 million casual jobs in the last five years
* In 2011-12, “India Inc.” owed its workers at least Rs. 711 crore ($128
million) in unpaid wages, according to parliamentary data, not including
casual workers or instances wherein the matter never reached a labour court.
(Down and Out on India’s shop floor, Aman Sethi, The Hindu, 29 July,2012.
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/article3697113.ece and Clash At Maruti Suzuki Car
Factory Reflects Failures Of India, Inc., Freny Manecksha, CorpWatch Blog,July 30th, 2012.
http://www.corpwatch.org/article.php?id=15760)

A New Phase of Trade Unionism ?
There can be no denying that national trades unions have been behind the curve as far organising informal
labour is concerned, hampered by confusions about the nature of the labour market, strategy, tactics and in
some instances, outright hostility. But as some observers note that national trades unions are now actively
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engaged in prioritising “women, casual/contract and ‘unorganised’ sector workers in union discourses,
public campaigns, and new organising initiatives”
Data emerging from the ongoing survey of trade unions in India have revealed they are growing by leaps
and bounds from what they were five years ago and this is due to shift of trade union membership from
regular to contract workers and unorgansied worker. (Indian-trade-unions-are-getting-bigger-coinciding-withslowdown, Sreelatha Menon, Business Standard, 7 April,2013. http://www.business-standard.com/article/economypolicy/indian-trade-unions-are-getting-bigger-coinciding-with-slowdown-113040600392_1.html )

This is not to say that these are always effective or that the history of mutual distrust and acrimony has
simply vanished overnight. But it is to recognize that this is a new phase of unionism.
Mohanty argues that trade unionism in India has entered a new phase where as a strategy of contesting
capital it focuses on the formation of broad social coalitions, to leverage pro-worker and pro-poor public
policy and new ways of negotiating capital and labour relationships. The rapid informalisation of the labour
market has elicited new organisational players such as the National Centre for Labour (NCL) and the New
Trade Union Initiative (NTUI).
- At the core of the NCL strategy and that of most (though not all) organisations working with informal
labour is the belief that, both in terms of fair returns and social security, their interests are best secured by
lobbying and pressurising the state (through grass-roots mobilisation of informal workers and their
communities) to guarantee these benefits rather than agitating against or pressurising employers. In NCL’s
movement-type strategies there is no way of institutionalizing and transferring any of the gains labour might
make vis-à-vis the state onto the labour capital space and impact the quotidian nature of that struggle. (see
Report of the Founding Conference of the New Trade Union Initiative (NTUI).
(http://ntui.org.in/ntui/documents-of-the-founding-conference)

But this belief in the state as being the guarantor of labour rights, is problematic and is underlined by the fact
that an important component of labour law reform
proposed by capital in India is to transfer the cost of
Young Brigade
welfare payments and labour force restructuring onto
the state.
The Maruti employees' stir hogged the
- The NTUI, on the other hand believes that workers’
rights are best protected in direct struggles with
capital both in the workplace and outside. Equally
importantly, it is the quality of these struggles that in
the ultimate analysis influences the nature of its
relationship with the state, which it recognises as an
important part of the equation. Another important
founding principle is that workers’ interests are best
protected by add on NTUI here unaffiliated unions,
i.e., by unions that are not affiliated to political
parties. Therefore working class unity – both between
unions working towards a common purpose and
among organised and unorganised workers – is
another important organising principle.

headlines for months but it's not the only
recent instance of labour unrest. Trade union
disputes are spreading across the country.
Taking ownership of these protests are new
independent trade unions and a set of young
activists cutting across unions and party
lines. Some of them ultimately succumbed to
money and pressure but the rest are
assiduously building unions at organisations
where it was hitherto inconceivable. (Face of
New Labour, New breed of activists demand
labour rights across industrial units, Shafi
Rahman India Today, November 19, 2011
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/labour-unrest-inindia/1/160578.html)

And labour activist, Rohini Hensman articulates, “as the idea of grassroots unionism began to spread, there
was an attempt to bring these bodies together into a national federation. Ultimately, this was done through a
process of very broad-based discussions and debates; controversial issues such as religious minorities,
gender, caste, equality issues – all of these were brought into the discussion. The New Trade Union Initiative
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was not formed until 2006, but it’s done extremely well. It’s
attracted unions from a number of sectors — the agricultural sector
as well as urban workers — and it is going into new sectors like the
forest workers. One of the NTUI’s strong points is that it has an
internationalist outlook.”(Democracy, Capitalism and the Left in India ,
Jairus Banaji & Rohini Hensmen, Workers Solidarity, 10 December, 2009.
http://www.workersliberty.org/story/2009/12/10/democracy-capitalism-and-left-india)

The current economic crisis provides the new phase of unionism with both significant opportunities and
challenges. The crisis has broken the more than three-decade long hegemony of finance capital and neoliberal economic policy. It therefore opens up space for this new phase of unionism, with its focus on the
formation of broad social coalitions, to leverage pro-worker and pro-poor public policy. The space itself is
unlikely to remain open for long and whether or not this new phase of unionism can exploit it will depend on
contingent factors. But if it cannot then it will be a pity, because the constitutive elements for a broad-based
movement to push back capital and reclaim some of the space lost in the last three to four decades are in
place. (A note on new trends in unionisation in India , Mritiunjoy Mohanty, WORKING PAPER SERIES (WPS
No. 641) IIM, Calcutta June 2009. http://facultylive.iimcal.ac.in/sites/facultylive.iimcal.ac.in/files/WPS-641_1.pdf )
The NCL thus functions with certain inherent
limitations of scope. Essentially, the NCL’s
concerns with the unorganised workforce are
unanchored in and disconnected from broader
political currents. Thus although the NCL
perceives itself as a movement, its everyday
activities are defined more as that of a
pressure group vis a vis the state, rather than
as part of a political formation seeking to effect
a broad set of changes. In the absence of this
connection, the NCL’s concerns remain largely
localised in terms of the conceptualisation and
the potential impact of its activities. The battle
of slum dwellers to gain ownership of slum
land, for example, is unable to address the
broader issue of urban land development as a
function of the interests of real estate
speculators, multinational corporations and
state agencies.
(Urban Poverty, Unorganised Labour and New
Unions Supriya Roy Chowdhury , Economic &
Political Weekly, Vol.XXXVIII No.50 December 13,
2003.
http://www.epw.org.in/showArticles.php?root=2003
&leaf=12&filename=6614&filetype=html

Central to the idea of Social Movement Unionism is a
labour movement that spreads union involvement
beyond the immediate workplace, including civil
society groups and social movements as part of a
broad-church movement. This form of organisation is
posited as being mutually beneficial for the parties
involved, offering social movements access to the
‘economic leverage and organizational resources’ of
the TUs, whilst providing unions with greater numbers
and access to ‘less well organized or positioned
sections of the working class’ . SMU also emphasises
the need to forge cooperative networks from the local
to the international level, enabling a multi-spatial
response to the pervasive neoliberal hegemony. SMU
therefore offers the possibility of an anti-neoliberal
movement that crosses numerous hitherto uncrossed
boundaries, between labour and civil society, the
formal and informal sectors,
local/national/regional/international spaces and the
global north and south, and offers a clear blueprint for
the continued vitality of the labour movement in
struggles against neoliberal globalisation
(Waterman and Wills 2001 http://www.eir.info/2012/07/11/labour-movements-a-prominent-role-instruggles-against-globalisation/ )

…. a new international social-movement unionism is, and has to be, a matter of a dialogue between all left,
democratic and internationalist tendencies, rather than being pronounced or claimed - even implicitly - by
one. This in turn implies recognition of the contribution of the customarily-excluded Other. We therefore
need not only new terminology but new styles of acting and speaking, which overcome sectarianism,
authoritarianism and politicking. The Internet does not guarantee this, but, with its infinite space and
flexibility, it allows for it in a way that the old union and political organisations of the working class,
national and international, have not.
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Maybe we therefore need a new slogan for 1998, 150th anniversary of the Communist Manifesto: `Workers
of the World, Relate!’ (Needed: A New Language to Contribute to a New `International Social Movement Union’, Peter
Waterman, http://www.antenna.nl/~waterman/needed2.html)

In the age of neo-liberal globalisation, “one important task for those who wish to confront the challenges of
globalization in India is to make a much more thorough study of social practices and government policies
which deprive either particular groups of workers or all workers of their fundamental rights, and oppose
them in a way that has never been done by the Indian trade union movement. In fact, this is not as
paradoxical as it may seem. With globalization, the local and national become essential parts of the global;
the distinction no longer makes sense. So acting locally to strengthen workers’ rights locally is also a way
of strengthening workers rights globally. (Labour and Globalization: Union Responses in India, Rohini Hensman,
Global Labour Journal, March,2009. http://digitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/globallabour/vol1/iss1/7 )

Post-Script
This new surge in the labour movements towards exploring new form of organizing and engaging with en
capital have to be seen in the context of the continuing assault on labour organizations by capital and the
organs of the state.
For instance, while dismissing the bail application of the arrested Maruti workers, the Punjab and Haryana
High Court observed that “foreign investors are not likely to invest... in India out of fear of labour unrest”.,
which if placed along side a recent comment by Union Labour Minister Mallikarjun Kharge, that India
would not ratify ILO Conventions 87 and 98 – core conventions on the right of workers to form a union and
engage in collective bargaining. Because unions in India were governed by central and state statutes and
were not dependent on ratification of ILO conventions. (http://survey.ituc-csi.org/India.html)
On October 21 2013, the Karnataka Government announced that it would extend the exemption for the IT
industry from Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act. This Central Government Act requires the
employers in industrial establishments to define the conditions of employment with ‘sufficient precision’
and to make these conditions known to employees. The exemption provided by Government allows the IT
companies operating in Karnataka to run their business without complying to this act.
Alongside, government stated that IT, BPOs and start-ups would be considered as an “essential services”
under The Essential Services Maintenance Act, 1968, is an act laid out to provide for "the maintenance of
certain essential services and the normal life of the community"..
These two policy provisions, taken together, spares the IT companies from the burden of defining terms
such as conditions of employment, working hours, wages, attendance, grounds of termination etc. (No more
Exemption to IT Industry from Employment (SO) Act, ITEC Newsletter. Issue 9, December 2013. http://itecentre.co.in/node/226 )

On a similar note the Times of India in response to the recent decision by the Supreme Court to implement
the recommendations of the Majithia Wage Board said, “that a government appointed wage board that fixes
compensation for the private sector is completely anachronistic. It went on to add, The big, big question that
needs to be addressed is a fundamental one: Should government be allowed to interfere in that is
essentially an employee-employer relationship, that too in an organised urban-centric industry? Doesn’t it
violate the principle of the market forces?
The above instances, sum up the current attitude of the government and the judiciary towards labour in
general and towards organizations OF THE WORKING PEOPLE IN PARTICULAR.

India Inc., couldn’t have asked for anything better.
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Of Elections and Manifestos.
Now that the general elections are around the corner, it is the season of the Manifestos. First out of the
blocks was surprisingly, the Times of India. On March 15, 2014, it carried on its front page, ‘ the TOI
Manifesto: An agenda for the New Government’. It added “that it would like political parties to study
seriously and perhaps even incorporate into their own; we would also urge the new government to debate it
with an open mind and in a spirit of bipartisanship.”
In a section titled, Flexible labour market, but with a safety net, the Manifesto proposed, “Innumerable
surveys around the world have shown that labour market inflexibility actually hurts creation of jobs employers are wary of hiring even in boom time if they are not allowed to trim their workforce in a
downturn. A flexible labour market, on the other hand, gives employers the confidence to add staff. But this
must be accompanied by a comprehensive social security programme, including unemployment
benefits/insurance and assistance in retraining and finding alternative avenues of income generation.
(Obviously, people who have no interest in working cannot be kept on a dole.)”
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/lok-sabha-elections-2014/news/TOI-manifesto-An-agenda-for-thenew-government/articleshow/31973967.cms )
Among the political parties, the Indian National Congress was the first to release its manifesto and it had the
following to say on labour. In the section titled `Protecting the Interests of Labour’ it promises ,”We will
ensure health insurance and pension cover for the entire labour class. There will be special focus on labour
working in hazardous industries. All migrant labourers will be covered under the Aadhaar programme within
one year. The Unorganised Workers' Social Security Act, 2008 will be implemented in letter and spirit.”
In the section 15 Pont Agenda, it promises that, “We will promote a more flexible labour policy as needed
for maintaining competitiveness, while moving towards international labour standards for our workers”(page
10) Further on it adds in the Detailed Action Plan (section11/9, page 34) that, “the Indian National Congress
r e c o g n i z e s the need for creating flexibilities in the labour market, especially in the export-oriented
industry, given the cyclical nature of demand. The Indian National Congress is committed to protecting the
interests of labour through more progressive labour laws.” (http://www.incmanifesto.in/)
The BJP which released its manifesto had nothing specific to say on working people, except to promise that
of `making India a hub for cost-competitive labour-intensive mass manufacturing’. (also see:
http://www.caravanmagazine.in/blog/what-bjp-manifesto-doesn%E2%80%99t-say )
The NTUI in its Workers Charter-2014 says that NTUI, “ always recognised the primacy of defending
democracy and advancing democratic rights for protecting the objectives of a just and egalitarian society and
advancing the rights of the working class. And yet the NTUI also recognises that none of the dominant
political parties are reflective of the economic, social and political crisis and the necessity for advancing
national development rooted in self-reliance and sustainability that can meet needs of the working class. The
task of building a struggle for a just economy, an egalitarian society and a democratic polity that must go on
beyond the general election calls for the widest possible united front of all progressive forces. The NTUI
commits itself to this”. http://ntui.org.in/alliances/workers-charter-2014/ >
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